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Handy guide to choosing paint colours

My name is Leanne and
I love transforming things!
You may have the shabbiest palace in need of a complete makeover or an
almost perfect penthouse that just needs a few final touches. If so, I can help!
I came into decorating by an accident really. I found myself single in my late
twenties and ended up buying a little flat. It was dated and modest, but I loved
it. An old lady had lived in it before me, so it was full of things like sunflower
tiles in the bathroom, and lots of lavender and magnolia. I set about updating
it. It was just at the time when the internet was becoming mainstream (doesn’t
that make me sound old?), but there was little information about decorating on
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there. So I had to do my research through books and asking tradespeople, and
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then trial and error.
But I discovered that I loved it. I loved making the flat my own. I loved the
creativity. And I loved the satisfaction it gave me. But because I was having to
learn as I went along, it took a looooooong time. But then, friends started to
notice the transformation in my flat, and asked me to help with their houses. I
was struggling to juggle my corporate job with all the decorating, so I took the
plunge – I did my exams in painting and decorating, qualified and left employment to go it alone.
12 years later, I know it was the best decision I ever made. I have been working
professionally ever since decorating customer’s homes in and around where I
live. Now you are able to use what I’ve learnt over the years to decorate your
home beautifully without having to go to the hassle of finding a tradesperson. I
can share all my hints and shortcuts here to give you perfect results each time.
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Introduction
IT’S EASY TO UNDERESTIMATE
THE WAY THAT COLOUR CAN
BE AFFECTED BY LIGHT
COMING INTO THE ROOM.
Natural light can vary a lot depending on the time of
year, the weather and the time of day. The location of
the room within a building can also have an impact
too. It is worth considering all these elements when
thinking about what colour is best to use in your room.
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North facing rooms
If your room faces northwards, the light will cast a bluish tint on the walls. Northern light is softer and can make colours
appear darker than they actually are. On that basis you my wish to compensate by thinking about using a paint colour
that is warmer and lighter. The benefit of North facing rooms is that they tend to have light that remains the same
throughout the day so whatever colour you choose will look consistent throughout the day. In contrast paint colours in a
South facing room will look very different from one part of the day.

Consider the following
Using warmer/lighter colours and hints rather than muted or softer
grey/blue based colours in the rooms with northern light. This can make
the rooms feel colder.
If considering a lighter tone for a north facing room then steer clear of
anything with a green or blue base and opt instead for yellow based
undertones which will add warmth.
Having said that don’t be afraid to use bold colours to enhance what you
have been given. A darker warm colour for example can really add
atmosphere to a north facing room.
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South facing rooms
In good weather South facing rooms benefit from warm bright light for most the day. However in some cases, it can be
quite intense, almost too glaring so the best colours are muted grey based or soft pale tones to bring the intensity of the
light down. The light can cast a yellow to orange tone from morning to midday and reddish in the afternoon. Using
warmer and less muted tones can accentuate this even when the sun isn’t streaming in to give more consistency in the
atmosphere of the room.

Consider the following
Blue colours will create a calming muted feel to the atmosphere of the
room and calm the glare down.
Red based neutrals will create a warmer feel and make the room feel
‘sunny.’
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East or west facing rooms
East or west facing rooms work well with warmer tones but it’s important to consider when you are likely to most be using
the room. Light in East facing rooms is warmer in the morning and less bright in the afternoon. In west facing rooms the
opposite is true.

Consider the following
Embrace cooler afternoon light in East facing rooms with calming blues
and greens.
In west facing rooms warmer tones should be considered to make the
most of afternoon light.
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Using artificial light
Artificial light enhances natural light so planning your
lighting in your room before you choose your colours will
greatly help. The type of artificial lighting impacts how
your colour will look. Halogen lighting is close to white
and so is the closest type of artificial light to natural light.
Fluorescent light is more grey-blue so rooms can feel
artificially bright with this sort of light (although there are
now some bulbs that produce a light band close to
daylight.) Incandescent light is more yellow and less harsh.
When planning on your lighting and how it will work with
your colours remember that warm, yellowish light can
highlight warm colours and bring them out in their truest
form. At the same time it can mute cooler tones so they
can feel calming rather than cold. Cool bluish light will do
the opposite.
The intensity of colours are also affected by the amount of
light too. In lower light colours appear darker and less
intense. As you increase the light the colour intensifies.
Too much light however can make a colour appear
washed out so having different amounts and types of light
in a room is worth considering according the the impact
you want to make.
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So when all this is considered
how best to choose your colour?
The best way is to view a large sample of the paint colour in the place you plan to use it and look at it in the actual
lighting conditions that you will have in the room. Also always view in the same way that you plan to use it for example if
you plan to use on the wall paint some on the wall or paint a piece of paper and place it on the wall where you will be
painting it. If you are painting some floor boards look at the colour sample on the floor. Regularly check how the colour
looks as the light changes throughout the day.
Be mindful of what you will be using the room for and when you are most likely to be using the room when thinking
about the colours. For example if it’s a bedroom the room needs to have an atmosphere of clam and peacefulness so
darker, less energetic colours could be a good place to start. If it’s a family space such as a kitchen/diner then brighter,
more energetic colours can be considered.
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